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15.09.2021 · The Irish/Scottish duo quickly became a hit and named their duo “Saelkie Folk”. Selkies, in Scottish, are seals. Scottish and Irish legends, tell of those seals swimming around remote waters

13.02.2017 · What's On 15 famous songs every Scot will know FOR the typical Scot, there are some songs which don't even require an introduction. In fact, you'll probably be able to…

The Mudcat Cafe is a community of musicians, historians and enthusiasts that collect and discuss traditional folk and blues songs, folksongs, lyrics, instruments, music, kid stuff and more.

Introduction Traditional ballads are narrative folksongs - simply put, they are folksongs that tell stories. They tell all kinds of stories, including histories, legends, fairy tales, animal fables, jokes, and tales of outlaw and star-crossed lovers. (“Ballad” is a term also used in the recording industry for slow, romantic songs, but these should not be confused with traditional or folk.

From traditional ballad and romantic songs to humorous satires and thought-provoking poems, Robert Burns composed some of the world’s most instantly recognizable lines of poetry and song lyrics. Whether his subject was a man or a mouse (or even a louse), our National Bard had a rare talent for putting himself into others' shoes and expressing life's universal emotions. His words…

Mudcat Cafe The Scottish Border: Consisting Of Historical And Romantic Ballads, Collected In The Southern Counties Of Scotland With A Few Of Modern But we hire affordable essay writers to write your essay.

You can easily find several cheap essay writing services online. However, the quality of the paper you will be getting might not be worth your money.

The Child Ballads are 305 traditional ballads from England and Scotland, and their American variants, anthologized by Francis James Child during the second half of the 19th century. Their lyrics and Child’s studies of them were published as The English and Scottish Popular Ballads. The tunes of most of the ballads were collected and published by Bertrand Harris…

The term “Appalachian music” is in truth an artificial category, created and defined by a small group of scholars in the early twentieth century, but bearing only a limited relationship to the actual musical activity of people living in the Appalachian mountains. Since the region is not only geographically, but also ethnically and musically diverse (and has been…
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